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Abstract

We study two notions of being well-structured for classes of graphs that are inspired by classic

model theory. A class of graphs C is monadically stable if it is impossible to de�ne arbitrarily

long linear orders in vertex-colored graphs from C using a �xed �rst-order formula. Similarly,

monadic dependence corresponds to the impossibility of de�ning all graphs in this way. Examples

of monadically stable graph classes are nowhere dense classes, which provide a robust theory

of sparsity. Examples of monadically dependent classes are classes of bounded rankwidth (or

equivalently, bounded cliquewidth), which can be seen as a dense analog of classes of bounded

treewidth. �us, monadic stability and monadic dependence extend classical structural notions for

graphs by viewing them in a wider, model-theoretical context. We explore this emerging theory by

proving the following:

• A class of graphs C is a �rst-order transduction of a class with bounded treewidth if and

only if C has bounded rankwidth and a stable edge relation (i.e. graphs from C exclude some

half-graph as a semi-induced subgraph).

• If a class of graphs C is monadically dependent and not monadically stable, then C has in

fact an unstable edge relation.

As a consequence, we show that classes with bounded rankwidth excluding some half-graph as

a semi-induced subgraph are linearly χ-bounded. Our proofs are e�ective and lead to polynomial

time algorithms.

�is paper is a part of projects that have received funding from the European Research

Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation

programme (grant agreements No 810115 – Dynasnet, and No 677651 – Total).
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1 Introduction

�e search for e�cient algorithms has led to the study of the structural properties of graph classes

de�ned by the exclusion of speci�c substructures. For example, the structure theorem for graphs with

excluded minors [3838] and for graphs with excluded topological minors [2323, 1111] formed the basis of

many structural and algorithmic studies. A fundamental contribution of these studies was to unveil

the particular importance of classes with bounded treewidth, which was con�rmed by their speci�c

algorithmic properties. Precisely, Courcelle’s theorem asserts that in classes with bounded treewidth,

every property de�nable in monadic second-order logic (MSO) can be tested e�ciently [88].

Based on the exclusion of shallow minors (or shallow topological minors), two of the authors

proposed a framework for the structural study of classes of sparse graphs, namely bounded expansion
classes and (more generally) nowhere dense classes [3333]. �is last notion of sparsity is characteristic to

monotone classes of graphs with �xed parameter tractable �rst-order model checking [1313, 2222].

Much e�ort has been taken to extend the numerous algorithmic applications of sparse graph classes,

in particular of treewidth, to dense graphs. For example, Courcelle’s theorem was extended to classes

of bounded cliquewidth [1010] (or equivalently of bounded rankwidth or bounded NLC-width), which is

the dense analog of treewidth.

�e move from sparse to dense is naturally followed by a move from monotone classes (i.e. classes

closed under subgraphs) to hereditary classes (i.e. classes closed under induced subgraphs). Still, strong

algorithmic properties are known to emerge when one considers hereditary classes of graphs de�ned

by forbidding simple induced subgraphs (as witnessed by the class of cographs, circle graphs, or perfect

graphs), or semi-induced bipartite subgraphs. Recall that a bipartite graph H is a semi-induced subgraph
of a graph G if there exist two disjoint subsets of vertices A and B of G such that H is isomorphic to

the subgraph of G with vertex set A ∪B and all the edges present in G between A and B.

For example, the VC-dimension of a graph is de�ned from the maximum size of a semi-induced

subgraph isomorphic to a powerset graph, that is, to a bipartite graph with vertex set U ∪ P(U) and

edge set {xX : x ∈ U,X ∈ P(U), and x ∈ X}. Classes with bounded VC-dimension are known to

have speci�c statistical properties, which are at the heart of computational learning theory [33] and of

numerous results in algorithms in geometric graph theory (see e.g. [66, 3131]).

A stronger assumption is that a graph excludes, as a semi-induced subgraph, some half-graph:

a bipartite graphs with vertex set {a1, . . . , an} ∪ {b1, . . . , bn} and edge set {aibj : 1 6 i 6 j 6 n}. It

has been observed that half-graphs provide a primary example why irregular pairs cannot be avoided in

the statement of Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma. Indeed, Malliaris and Shelah showed that forbidding a

half-graph as a semi-induced subgraph indeed makes it possible to get rid of irregular pairs [3030].

In the language of model theory, a class excluding some powerset graph as a semi-induced subgraph

(that is, a class with bounded VC-dimension) is said to have a dependent edge relation, and a class

excluding some half-graph as a semi-induced subgraph is said to have a stable edge relation (or to

have bounded order dimension). �is corresponds to the two main dividing lines used in model theory:

dependence and stability. In our se�ing, a class of graphs is dependent if every binary relation that is

(�rst-order) de�nable in it, seen as an edge relation, is dependent. Similarly, a class is stable if every

de�nable binary relation is stable. Stronger model theoretical notions are the notions of monadic
dependence and monadic stability, where we restrict binary relations de�nable not only in graphs from

the class in question, but also in all their vertex-colorings. A surprising connection with structural

graph theory is that, for a monotone class of graphs, the properties of dependence, monadic dependence,

stability, monadic stability, and nowhere-denseness are equivalent [11]. However, without the assumption

of monotonicity, the notions of monadic dependence and monadic stability do not collapse and present

much wider concepts of well-structuredness than nowhere denseness, and they are suited for the

treatment of dense graphs as well. For instance, every class of bounded cliquewidth is monadically

dependent [2424], but not necessarily monadically stable.
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One of our prime motivations is to extend the techniques designed for classes of sparse graphs (i.e.

bounded expansion or nowhere dense classes) to the dense se�ing. For this, it is natural to consider

hereditary classes of graphs that are dependent, monadically dependent, stable, or even monadically

stable. As recently shown by Fabiański et al. [1515], these structural assumptions may be used in a novel

way in the design of parameterized algorithms.

Monadic dependence and monadic stability can be also de�ned using transductions. A (�rst-order)
transduction is a way to construct target graphs from vertex-colorings of source graphs by �xed �rst-

order formulas (see Section 2Section 2 for formal de�nitions). In this se�ing, a class is monadically dependent if

it has no transduction onto the class of all powerset graphs (equivalently, onto the class of all graphs).

It is monadically stable if it has no transduction onto the class of all half-graphs [44]. From a dual

point of view, classes with bounded rankwidth are exactly those that are transductions of the class of

trivially perfect graphs (equivalently, of the class of tree-orders). Similarly, classes with bounded linear

rankwidth are exactly those that are transductions of the class of half-graphs (equivalently, of the class

of linear orders) [77].

In this way, transductions form a basic containment notion for graphs, which can be used to

de�ne structural properties through forbidding obstructions, similarly to (shallow) minors or (induced)

subgraphs. �e di�erence is that tranductions represent containment understood in model-theoretical

terms, and thus are suited for considering questions related to �rst-order logic. As the notions of

monadic stability and monadic dependence are preserved by taking transductions and they correspond

to major dividing lines in model theory, we expect them to be central in the emerging theory.

In order to explore this theory, it is imperative to understand classical concepts of structural graph

theory through the lense of transductions. �at is, we wish to describe the closures of classes that are

known to be well-structured under transductions. �is was done e.g. for classes of bounded degree [1616]

and for classes of bounded expansion [1818]. More importantly for this work, in a previous paper, the

following characterization of monadically stable classes of bounded linear rankwidth was given.

�eorem 1.1 ([3434]). If a class of graphs C has bounded linear rankwidth, then the following conditions
are equivalent:

1. C has a stable edge relation;
2. C is stable;
3. C is monadically stable;
4. C is a transduction of a class with bounded pathwidth.

Conceptually, this result means that if a class of graphs C has bounded linear rankwidth and

excludes some half-graph as a semi-induced subgraph, then graphs from C can be “sparsi�ed” in the

following sense: for each G ∈ C we can �nd a vertex-colored graph G′ of bounded pathwidth such

that G can be de�ned from G′ using �xed �rst-order formulas. �e much more di�cult question

whether a result analogous to �eorem 1.1�eorem 1.1 holds for classes of bounded rankwidth (instead of linear
rankwidth) could not be answered in [3434] and was stated there as a conjecture.

A by-product of the results of [3434] is the conclusion that classes of bounded linear rankwidth are

linearly χ-bounded. Here, a hereditary class C of graphs is (linearly) χ-bounded if the chromatic

number of graphs in C is functionally (linearly) bounded by their clique number. �is concept was

introduced by Gyárfás [2626] and has received a lot of a�ention (see e.g. the surveys [3939, 4040]).

Our contribution. In this work we prove the conjecture stated in [3434] and establish the following:

�eorem 1.2. If a class of graphs C has bounded rankwidth, then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. C has a stable edge relation;
2. C is stable;
3. C is monadically stable;
4. C is a transduction of a class with bounded treewidth.
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�e implications 44⇒33⇒22⇒11 are obvious. For the implication 11⇒44, we combine the approach

presented in [3434] with the techniques used by Bonamy and the third author in [55] to prove that classes

of bounded rankwidth are polynomially χ-bounded. Using the tree variant of Simon’s factorization

due to Colcombet [77], the authors of [55] introduce a bounded-depth recursive decomposition of the

tree encoding of a graph of rankwidth at most k into factors, so that the quotient trees satisfy certain

Ramsey properties. We show that in the absence of a half-graph, these properties imply that each

root-to-leaf path in a quotient tree can be partitioned into a bounded number of blocks, and the only

“points of interest” on the paths are borders between consecutive blocks. �is leads to an encoding of

the graph in question in a graph of bounded treewidth, which can be decoded using �xed �rst-order

formulas. We stress that this encoding/decoding scheme is by no means straightforward: it requires

new combinatorial insights and a careful analysis. �e proof is constructive and can be implemented as

a polynomial time algorithm.

Further, we show that the equivalence of the �rst three conditions of �eorem 1.1�eorem 1.1 is in fact a more

general phenomenon that occurs in every monadically dependent graph class. Precisely, we prove:

�eorem 1.3. For a monadically dependent graph class C , the following conditions are equivalent:
1. C has a stable edge relation;
2. C is stable;
3. C is monadically stable.

Note that implications 33⇒22⇒11 are obvious. However, these implications can be strict for dependent

but not monadically dependent classes. For the implication 33⇒22 this is witnessed by the class of

1-subdivided half-graphs, which is dependent and excludes some half-graph as a semi-induced subgraph,

but is not monadically stable. For implication 22⇒11 this is witnessed by the class of 1-subdivided cliques,

which is stable and thus dependent, but is not monadically stable.

�e proof of implication 11⇒33 relies on the idea of quanti�er elimination. Assuming that C is not

monadically stable, we start with a formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ) that is unstable in some monadic expansion C +

of C ; that is, C +
consists of graphs from C with some unary predicates added. �en we iteratively

reduce ϕ to simpler and simpler unstable formulas while enriching C +
with more unary predicates.

Eventually we �nd an atomic formula that is unstable on some monadic expansion of C , so C has

an unstable edge relation. �e assumption that C is monadically dependent is crucially used in each

quanti�er elimination step.

Moreover, �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2 has important corollaries for classes with low rankwidth covers/colorings
(introduced in [2929]). It follows from [55] that classes with low rankwidth covers are polynomially

χ-bounded. Excluding a semi-induced half-graph allows us to get a stronger property.

�eorem 1.4. Every class with low rankwidth covers and stable edge relation is linearly χ-bounded.

In particular, �eorem 1.4�eorem 1.4 implies that classes with bounded rankwidth and stable edge relation are

linearly χ-bounded. Also, requiring that a class has a stable edge relation gives the following collapse.

�eorem 1.5. A class has low rankwidth covers and a stable edge relation if and only if it is a transduction
of a class with bounded expansion.

Our results together with observations present in the literature are illustrated by the semi-la�ice of

properties of graph classes in Figure 1Figure 1. See Figure 5Figure 5 in Section 6Section 6 for an extended version of the schema.

2 Preliminaries

Graphs. If k is a positive integer, we write [k] for the set {1, . . . , k}. We consider �nite, simple,

undirected graphs. For a graph G we write V (G) for its vertex set and E(G) for its edge set.
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(3)
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(5)

(6)

=
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=
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(1) Monadically stable = monadically dependent ∩
stable edge relation (�eorem 1.3�eorem 1.3);

(2) Structurally bounded treewidth = bounded

rankwidth ∩ monadically stable (�eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2);

(3) Structurally bounded pathwidth = bounded lin-

ear rankwidth ∩ structurally bounded treewidth

(follows from �eorem 1.1�eorem 1.1, proved in [3434]);

(4) Nowhere dense = monadically stable ∩ weakly

sparse (follows from [1212], cf. [3535]);

(5) Bounded treewidth = structurally bounded

treewidth∩ nowhere dense (= bounded rankwidth

∩ weakly sparse [2525]);

(6) Bounded pathwidth = structurally bounded path-

width ∩ bounded treewidth (= bounded linear

rankwidth ∩ weakly sparse [2525]).

Figure 1: �e semi-la�ice of property inclusions.

A graph H is a subgraph of G if V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G). For X ⊆ V (G), we write

G[X] for the subgraph of G induced by X , that is, the subgraph with vertex set X and all edges from

G with both endpoints in X . A graph H is an induced subgraph of G if there exists X ⊆ V (G) such

that H is isomorphic to G[X]. For disjoint subsets X,Y of V (G), we write G[X,Y ] for the subgraph

of G semi-induced by X and Y , that is, the subgraph with vertex set X ∪ Y and all the edges of G with

one endpoint in X and one endpoint in Y . A bipartite graph H is a semi-induced subgraph of G if H
is isomorphic to G[X,Y ] for some disjoint subsets X and Y of V (G). A class C of graphs excludes a

bipartite graph H as a semi-induced subgraph if no G ∈ C contains H as a semi-induced subgraph.

�e complete bipartite graph (biclique) with each side of size t is denoted by Kt,t. �e half-graph
of order t is the bipartite graph with vertices a1, . . . , at, b1, . . . , bt and edges aibj for all i, j ∈ [t]
with i 6 j.

First-order transductions. We assume familiarity with �rst-order logic and refer to [2727] for back-

ground. We represent graphs as relational structures over a vocabulary consisting of one binary edge

relation symbol E. For a �nite set of unary relation symbols Σ, a Σ-expansion of a graph G is a

structure G+
obtained from G by adding unary relations with symbols in Σ; thus, one can think of G+

as of G with a coloring on the vertex set. If we do not wish to specify Σ, we may simply speak about a

monadic expansion of G. For a class C of graphs, a class C +
is a monadic expansion of C if there is a

�nite set of unary relation symbols Σ such that every element of C +
is a Σ-expansion of a graph in C .

For a formula ϕ(x̄) in the vocabulary of Σ-expanded graphs, where x̄ denotes a tuple of free

variables, and a Σ-expanded graph G, we de�ne ϕ(G) := { ū ∈ V (G)|x̄| : G |= ϕ(ū) }. In partic-

ular, if A is a unary relation symbol, then A(G) = {u ∈ V (G) : G |= A(u)} and, as expected,

E(G) = { (u, v) ∈ V (G)× V (G) : G |= E(u, v) }.
A simple interpretation I of graphs in Σ-expanded graphs is a pair (ν(x), η(x, y)) consisting of

two formulas (in the vocabulary of Σ-expanded graphs), where η is anti-re�exive and symmetric

(i.e. ` ¬η(x, x) and ` η(x, y)↔ η(y, x)). If G+
is a Σ-expanded graph, then H = I(G+) is the graph

with vertex set ν(G+) and edge set η(G+) ∩ (ν(G+)× ν(G+)).

A transduction T (from graphs to graphs) is a pair (ΣT, IT), where ΣT is a �nite set of unary

relation symbols and IT is a simple interpretation of graphs in ΣT-expanded graphs. A graph H can

be T-transduced from a graph G if there exists a ΣT-expansion G+
of G such that IT(G+) = H . A

class D of graphs can be T-transduced from a class C of graphs if for every graph H ∈ D there exists a

graph G ∈ C such that H can be T-transduced from G. We also say that T is a transduction from C
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onto D . Note that if a class D can be T-transduced from a class C and D ′ ⊆ D , then also D ′ can be

T-transduced from C . A class D of graphs can be transduced from a class C of graphs if it can be

T-transduced from C for some transduction T. Note that transductions compose in the following sense:

If a class D can be transduced from a class C and a class E can be transduced from D , then E can be

transduced from C .

Remark 2.1. A class has bounded rankwidth if and only if it can be transduced from the class of trivially
perfect graphs (i.e. from tree-orders) [77]. Hence, if a class D can be transduced from a class C of bounded
rankwidth, then D has bounded rankwidth.

Stability and dependence. A formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ) is unstable on a class C if for every integer n > 1
there exists G ∈ C , ā1, . . . , ān ∈ V (G)|x̄| and b̄1, . . . , b̄n ∈ V (G)|ȳ| such that G+ |= ϕ(āi, b̄j) if and

only if i 6 j. �e formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ) is stable on C if it is not unstable on C . �e class C has a stable edge
relation if the formula E(x, y) is stable on C . �e class C is stable if every formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ) is stable

on C . �e class C is monadically stable if every monadic expansion C +
of C is stable.

Similarly, a formulaϕ(x̄, ȳ) is independent on a class C if for every integer n > 1 there existsG ∈ C ,

ā1, . . . , ān ∈ V (G)|x̄| and b̄J ∈ V (G)|ȳ| for all J ⊆ [n] such that G+ |= ϕ(āi, b̄J) if and only if i ∈ J .

�e formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ) is dependent on C if it is not independent on C . �e class C has a dependent edge
relation if the formula E(x, y) is dependent on C . �e class C is dependent if every formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ)
is dependent on C . �e class C is monadically dependent if every monadic expansion C +

of C is

dependent.

It turns out that monadic expansions allow us to circumvent the use of tuples of variables x̄ and ȳ
with length greater than 1, as stated next.

�eorem 2.1 (follows from [44], see also [22]). A class C is monadically dependent if and only if there is
no transduction from C onto the class of all �nite graphs.

�eorem 2.2 ([44]). A class C is monadically stable if and only if there is no transduction from C onto
the class the all �nite half-graphs.

3 Rankwidth meets stability

In this section we prove �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2. We start with some preliminaries on the toolbox introduced by

Bonamy and the third author [55], and then proceed to the proper proof.

3.1 �e toolbox

Trees. A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A rooted tree is a tree T with a distinguished node called

the root of T , denoted top(T ). A rooted tree T de�nes a partial order on vertices and edges, which

we denote by �T or by � if T is clear from the context. In this partial order we have α � β (with

α, β ∈ V (T )∪E(T )) if every path in T that starts at the root and includes β also includes α. If α and β
are nodes and α � β, then we also say that α is an ancestor of β and β is a descendant of α; note that

each node is considered also an ancestor of itself. We also use terms parent and child with the standard

meaning. �e parent of a node v of a rooted tree (or the node v itself if v is the root) is denoted by v↑;
we also denote (v↑)↑ by v↑↑. Note that the ancestor partial order is an inf-semila�ice, with the meet

operation ∧ being the least common ancestor. �e leaves of a rooted tree T are the �-maximal nodes

of T ; the set of all leaves of T is denoted by L(T ). Note that from the perspective of �rst-order logic,

a partial order is a transitively oriented comparability graph. In particular, a tree-order is a trivially

perfect graph with a transitive orientation.
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Sk-trees. For a positive integer k we let Sk be the semigroup of all functions from [k] to [k] with

composition as the semigroup operation. �at is, for f, g ∈ Sk we write f ◦ g ∈ Sk for the function

that maps every i ∈ [k] to f(g(i)). An element f of a semigroup is idempotent if f ◦ f = f . An Sk-tree
is a tuple (T,U, ρ, π), where T is a rooted tree, U is a set, ρ : E(T )→ Sk is a labeling of the edges of T
by elements of Sk, and π : U → V (T ) is a mapping from U to the nodes of T .

Rankwidth, cliquewidth and NLC-width. �ere are various equivalent ways of capturing the

treelike structure of dense graphs via hierarchical decompositions. �e best known measures are

probably rankwidth [3636], cliquewidth [99], and NLC-width [4141]. All of these measures are equivalent

in the sense that if one measure is bounded on a class of graphs, then the other measures are also

bounded [2828, 3636]. We are going to work with the following variant of NLC-width, which is easily seen

to be equivalent (in the above sense) to the original de�nition of NLC-width.

Let (T,U, ρ, π) be an Sk-tree. For x, y ∈ V (T ) with x �T y we denote by pathT (y, x) =
(e1, . . . , es) the sequence of edges on the unique path in T from y to x. For v ∈ U and x �T π(v) we

further de�ne pathT (v, x) := pathT (π(v), x). We implicitly extend ρ to sequences of edges as follows:

ρ((e1, . . . , es)) := ρ(es) ◦ · · · ◦ ρ(e1).

De�nition 3.1. Let k be a positive integer and let U be a set. A k-NLC-tree on U is a tuple
T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ), where (T,U, ρ, π) is an Sk-tree, η : V (T ) → 2[k]×[k] and χ : U → [k]. We
assume that η is symmetric: for all x ∈ V (T ) and (i, j) ∈ [k]× [k], we have (i, j) ∈ η(x) if and only if
(j, i) ∈ η(x).

Let T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ) be a k-NLC-tree. We de�ne the color in T of v ∈ U at a node x �T π(v)
of T as κT(v, x) := ρ(path(v, x))(χ(v)). �e k-NLC-tree T generates the graph GT with vertex

set U , de�ned as follows: For u 6= v ∈ U , let x = π(u) ∧T π(v). �en uv ∈ E(G) if and only if

(κT(u, x), κT(v, x)) ∈ η(x).

�e NLC-width of a graph G is the minimum integer k such that there exists a k-NLC-tree that

generates G (see Figure 2Figure 2 for an example of k-NLC-tree).

T

U
u v

π(u)

π(v)

z = π(u) ∧T π(v)

χ(u) = • χ(v) = •

e1

e2

f1

f2

f3

κT(u, z) = ρ(e2) ◦ ρ(e1)(χ(u)) κT(v, z) = ρ(f3) ◦ ρ(f2) ◦ ρ(f1)(χ(v))

uv ∈ E(G) ⇐⇒ (κF(u, z), κF(v, z)) ∈ η(z)

π

Figure 2: A k-NLC-tree T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ), and how the adjacency of two vertices u and v is

determined.
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Let T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ) be a k-NLC-tree. Let F be a subtree of T and let top(F ) be the root

of F , that is its �T -least element. F naturally induces a k-NLC-tree TF = (F,UF , ρF , πF , ηF , χF ),

where UF := {u ∈ U | π(u) �T top(F )}, ρF is the restriction of ρ to E(F ), πF (v) (for v ∈ UF ) is

the �T -maximum element x of F with x �T π(v), ηF is the restriction of η to V (F ), and χF (v) :=
κT(v, πF (v)). Note that if F ′ is a subtree of F , then (TF )F ′ = TF ′ .

Remark 3.1. Let GT and GTF
denote the graphs generated by T and TF , respectively. �en if for some

u, v ∈ UF we have u ∧T v ∈ V (F ), then uv ∈ E(GT) if and only if uv ∈ E(GTF
).

De�nition 3.2. A factorization of T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ) is a partition P of T into vertex-disjoint
subtrees.

For a factorization P and a subtree F ∈ P , the k-NLC-tree TF is called the factor of T induced
by F . We de�ne the quotient Sk-tree T/P = (Y, U, %,$) as follows (see Figure 3Figure 3):

• Y is the rooted tree with set of nodes P , where F is an ancestor of F ′ in Y if and only if top(F )
is an ancestor of top(F ′) in T (i.e. F �Y F ′ ⇐⇒ top(F ′) �T top(F ));

• % is de�ned as %(F ′F ) = ρ(pathT (top(F ′), top(F ))), where F is the parent of F ′ in Y ;

• $(v) is the tree F ∈ P that contains π(v).

Figure 3: Factors and quotient tree (dashed). �e square nodes are the top nodes, and represent here the

factors in the quotient tree.

Remark 3.2. Let x �T π(v), and assume x ∈ V (F ), where F ∈ P . If π(v) ∈ V (F ), then we have
ρ(pathT (v, x)) = ρF (pathF (v, x)). Otherwise, we have

ρ(pathT (v, x)) = ρF (pathF (v, x))◦ρ(e(top(F ′)))◦%(pathY ($(v), F ′))◦ρ$(v)(path$(v)(v, top($(v)))),

where F ′ is the child of F in Y satisfying top(F ′) �T π(v), and e(top(F ′)) is the edge that connects
top(F ′) with its parent in T .

Forward Ramsey and splendid trees. A set A of elements of Sk is forward Ramsey [77] if for all

e, f ∈ A we have e ◦ f = e. In particular, each e ∈ A is an idempotent in Sk, that is, e ◦ e = e. Note

that ifA is forward Ramsey, then it is a semigroup (as it is obviously closed by composition). An Sk-tree

(T,U, ρ, π) is splendid if the set {ρ(e) : e ∈ E(T )} is forward Ramsey. It is shallow if it has height 1, i.e.

every root-to-leaf path has at most one edge.

�e following lemma follows directly from [55, Lemma 3.6] (which is itself based on [77]).
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Lemma 3.1 ([55, Lemma 3.6]). For every integer k there exists a sequence of classes of k-NLC-trees
F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ F3kk and a partition map T 7→ P(T), such that
(1) F0 contains only single node k-NLC-trees, while F3kk is the class of all k-NLC-trees, and
(2) for every 1 6 i 6 3kk and every k-NLC-tree T ∈ Fi, the factorization P(T) of T is such that all

the factors induced by parts of P(T) belong to Fi−1 and the quotient tree T/P(T) is either splendid
or shallow.

Let T be a k-NLC-tree. �e map P(·) de�nes a recursive factorization of T, which can be represented

as a rooted tree, whose root is T, where nodes are factors of T, and where the children of a factor TF
are the factors of TF (thus of T) induced by the parts of P(TF ).

For a k-NLC-tree T, the depth of T is the minimum integer i such that T ∈ Fi. Note that by

Lemma 3.1Lemma 3.1, the depth of T is always upper bounded by 3kk.

3.2 Proof of �eorem 1.21.2

In this section we prove that if a graph class C has bounded rankwidth and stable edge relation, then C
can be transduced from a class of bounded treewidth. �erefore, let us �x positive integers k and h
such that every graph in C admits a k-NLC-tree and does not contain a half-graph of order h as a

semi-induced subgraph.

We shall prove this inductively on the depth, as provided by Lemma 3.1Lemma 3.1. More precisely, in the ith
step of the induction we prove that graphs from C that admit a k-NLC-tree belonging to Fi can be

transduced from a class of bounded treewidth. Since the depth of any k-NLC-tree is bounded by 3kk,

the 3kkth step of the induction will end the proof of �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2.

�erefore, let us �x some graph G and a k-NLC-tree T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ) generating G. We let

P = P(T) be the factorization of T given by Lemma 3.1Lemma 3.1, and we denote by (Y, U, %,$) the quotient

Sk-tree T/P . Note that every factor of P has depth lower than that of T, hence we may apply the

induction assumption to it.

We �rst show how to handle the case when (Y,U, %,$) is splendid. �en we tackle the shallow

case, which is signi�cantly simpler. Each of these cases �nishes with a technical claim summarizing the

analysis. �ese claims are then used in a global induction scheme.

3.2.1 Splendid case

As (Y, U, %,$) is splendid, the set R = {%(e) : e ∈ E(Y )} is forward Ramsey. �e following lemma

shows that the recolorings then have a particularly nice form.

Lemma 3.2 (Claim 1 in Lemma 4.4 of [55]). Let R ⊆ Sk be forward Ramsey. �en, for some t > 1, [k] can
be partitioned into parts γ1, . . . , γt so that for every f ∈ R and every i ∈ [t] there exists mi ∈ γi such
that f(m) = mi for allm ∈ γi.

By applying Lemma 3.2Lemma 3.2 to R we obtain a suitable partition Γ of [k]. For v ∈ U , we let γ(v) be the

part of Γ that contains κT(v, top($(v))). We call v a γ-vertex if γ(v) = γ.

Types and blocks. �roughout this section we use le�ers x, y, z etc. to denote the nodes of Y , which

are parts of the factorization P . For a node x of Y we denote by P (x) the set of all ancestors of x in Y ,

except for x and its parent in Y , that is, P (x) = {y ∈ V (Y ) : y �Y x↑↑}. Recall that nodes of Y ,

being factors of T , are subtrees of T , hence it is meaningful to say that a node a of T belongs to a

node x of Y .

Let x and y be two nodes of Y with y ∈ P (x). Further, let γ ∈ Γ. Consider any vertex v ∈ U
satisfying x ∧Y $(v) = y, and let a = top(x) ∧T π(v). (Note that a is a vertex of y, considered as a

subtree of T .) �en we say that x is (γ, y)-adjacent to v if for some (equivalently, every) m ∈ γ we have(
κT(v, a), ρ

(
pathT (top(x), a)

)
(m)

)
∈ η(a) .
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Otherwise, we shall say that x is (γ, y)-non-adjacent to v. Note here that by the properties of Γ asserted

by Lemma 3.2Lemma 3.2, the value of ρ(pathT (top(x), a))(m) does not depend on the choice ofm ∈ γ whenever a
does not belong to x or its parent in Y .

It may be useful to think of this de�nition as follows: if u and v are vertices in U , x = $(u),

y = x ∧Y $(v), y ∈ P (x), and κT(u, top(x)) ∈ γ (i.e. u is a γ-vertex), then u is adjacent to v in G if

and only if x is (γ, y)-adjacent to v.

Fix γ0, γ1 ∈ Γ and a node x ∈ V (Y ); possibly γ0 = γ1. For every node y ∈ P (x), we de�ne the

(γ0, γ1)-type of y (seen from x), denoted tpxγ0,γ1(y), as the pair s0s1 where si is set as the symbol

• # if there is no γ1−i-vertex v ∈ U satisfying x ∧Y $(v) = y; and otherwise:

• + if x is (γi, y)-adjacent to all the γ1−i-vertices v ∈ U satisfying x ∧Y $(v) = y;

• − if x is (γi, y)-non-adjacent to all the γ1−i-vertices v ∈ U satisfying x ∧Y $(v) = y; and

• ± otherwise.

�e following lemma proves a basic synchronization property: for two nodes x0, x1 ∈ Y , the types

with respect to x0 and x1 synchronize above the parent of the least common ancestor of x0 and x1.

Lemma 3.3. If x0, x1 ∈ Y and y ∈ P (x0 ∧Y x1), then tpx0γ0,γ1(y) = tpx1γ0,γ1(y).

Proof. Let z = x0 ∧Y x1. Consider any m ∈ γ0. We have

%(pathY (x0, z
↑))(m) = %(pathY (z, z↑)) ◦ %(pathY (x0, z))(m)

= %(pathY (z, z↑)) ◦ %(pathY (x1, z))(m) (by Lemma 3.2Lemma 3.2)

= %(pathY (x1, z
↑))(m).

�erefore, for every node a ∈ V (T ) that belongs to y and is an ancestor of top(x0) (equivalently, is an

ancestor of top(x1)), we have

ρ(pathT (top(x0), a))(m) = ρ(top(z↑), a) ◦ %(pathY (x0, z
↑))(m)

= ρ(top(z↑), a) ◦ %(pathY (x1, z
↑))(m)

= ρ(pathT (top(x1), a))(m).

It follows that the �rst coordinates of tpx0γ0,γ1(y) and tpx1γ0,γ1(y) are equal. �at the second coordinates

are equal as well follows from a symmetric reasoning.

�e next lemma contains the key combinatorial observation of the proof: a large alternation of

types along P (x) gives rise to a large half-graph as a semi-induced subgraph.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose in P (x) there are nodes

z` ≺Y y` ≺Y z`−1 ≺Y y`−1 ≺Y . . . ≺Y z1 ≺Y y1

such that one of the following conditions holds:
• for each i ∈ [`], the �rst coordinate of tpxγ0,γ1(yi) belongs to {+,±} and the second coordinate of
tpxγ0,γ1(zi) belongs to {−,±};

• for each i ∈ [`], the �rst coordinate of tpxγ0,γ1(yi) belongs to {−,±} and the second coordinate of
tpxγ0,γ1(zi) belongs to {+,±}.

�en ` 6 3h.

Proof. Let us assume that the �rst of the two conditions holds, as the proof in the second case is

analogous. Suppose for contradiction that ` > 3h. By the de�nition of types, for each i ∈ [`] we can

�nd a γ1-vertex vi that is (γ0, yi)-adjacent to x. Similarly, for each i ∈ [`] we can �nd a γ0-vertex wi
that is (γ1, zi)-non-adjacent to x. It easily follows from Lemma 3.3Lemma 3.3 (see Figure 4Figure 4) that vertices

{v4, v7, . . . , v3h+1} and {w2, w5, w8, . . . , w3h−1}

semi-induce a half-graph of order h in G, a contradiction.
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P (x)

y1
z1
y2
z2
y3
z3
y4
z4

y3h+1

y5
z5
y6
z6
y7
z7
y8
z8
y9
z9
y10
z10
y11
z11
y12

P (x)

y1
z1
y2
z2
y3
z3
y4
z4

y3h+1

y5
z5
y6
z6
y7
z7
y8
z8
y9
z9
y10
z10
y11
z11
y12

v1

v4

v7

v10

v3h+1

w2

w5

w8

w11

G

$

v1

v4

v7

v10

v3h+1

w2

w5

w8

w11

$

G

$(v3h+1)

$(w11)

$(w8)

$(w5)

$(w2)

$(v10)

$(v7)

$(v4)

$(v1)

$(v3h+1)

$(w11)

$(w8)

$(w5)

$(w2)

$(v10)

$(v7)

$(v4)

$(v1)

Figure 4: Illustration for Lemma 3.4Lemma 3.4. On the le�, the �rst coordinate of tpxγ0,γ1(yi) belongs to {+,±} and

the second coordinate of tpxγ0,γ1(zi) belongs to {−,±}; on the right, the �rst coordinate of tpxγ0,γ1(yi)
belongs to {−,±} and the second coordinate of tpxγ0,γ1(zi) belongs to {+,±}. �e green vertices are

of class γ0, the red ones of class γ1. �in edges correspond to paths in Y ; dashed arcs correspond to the

$ mapping; fat edges correspond to edges (plain) and non edges (do�ed) of G.

From Lemma 3.4Lemma 3.4 we may derive several structural properties of the sequence of types of nodes

on P (x). We consider P (x) as a sequence ordered by the ancestor order, that is, the root of Y is the

�rst element of this sequence. Let then Types(x) be the sequence of types tpxγ0,γ1(y) for y ∈ P (x),

ordered as in P (x). In the following, by the type of y ∈ P (x) we mean the type tpxγ0,γ1(y).

We call an interval J in the sequence Types(x) valid if it is of one of the following kinds:

• A fully mixed interval consists of a single node whose type does not contain #, but either contains

± or both + and −.

• A positive interval consists only of nodes with types in {##,+#,#+,++}.
• A negative interval consists only of nodes with types in {##,−#,#−,−−}.
• A �rst-biased interval consists only of nodes with types in {##,−#,+#,±#}.
• A second-biased interval consists only of nodes with types in {##,#−,#+,#±}.
Note that the cases are not exclusive. An interval that is either �rst- or second-biased will be just

called biased. Note that a biased interval can be simultaneously positive and negative. If a �rst-biased

(resp. a second-biased) interval J is neither positive nor negative (that is, it includes a symbol± or both

symbols + and −), then J is called mixed-�rst-biased (resp. mixed-second-biased).

For a node y ∈ P (x), let J(y) be the longest valid interval in Types(x) that starts at the position

corresponding to the node y. �en we de�ne a partition Blocks(x) = {A1, A2, . . .} of Types(x) into

subsequences, called blocks, via the following greedy procedure: if P (x) = y1y2 . . . y`, then

• A1 = J(y1);

• A2 = J(yi1+1), where yi1 is the last element of A1;

• A3 = J(yi2+1), where yi2 is the last element of A2, and so on.

�e construction �nishes once all the nodes of P (x) are placed in the blocks. �e blocks of Blocks(x)
are naturally ordered as in Types(x), i.e. A1 contains y1 that is the root of Y .

�e following lemma shows that the number of blocks in the sequence Blocks(x) is always bounded

in terms of h — the order of the half-graph that is forbidden in the graphs from C . �is is the key

observation of the proof and, up to a technical reasoning, it follows from Lemma 3.4Lemma 3.4: many blocks give

rise to a large half-graph in the generated graph.
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Lemma 3.5. Blocks(x) contains at most 60h+ 9 blocks.

Proof. For contradiction suppose Blocks(x) contains more than 60h+ 9 blocks. Call a block mixed if it

is either fully mixed, or mixed-�rst-biased, or mixed-second-biased.

Claim. Blocks(x) contains at most 12h+ 2 fully-mixed blocks.

Proof of the claim. Suppose there are at least 12h+ 3 fully mixed blocks in Blocks(x). Recall that each

fully mixed block consists of a single node of type belonging to {+−,−+,±−,±+,−±,+±,±±}.
Hence, we may either �nd at least 6k + 2 nodes with types in the set {+−,+±,±−,±±}, or at least

6h+ 2 nodes with types in the set {−+,−±,±+,±±}. In both cases, these at least 6h+ 2 nodes form

a structure that is forbidden by Lemma 3.4Lemma 3.4, a contradiction. C

Claim. Blocks(x) contains at most 6h+ 1 mixed-�rst-biased blocks and at most 6h+ 1 mixed-second-
biased blocks.

Proof of the claim. We prove the bound on the number of mixed-�rst-biased blocks. �e bound for

mixed-second-biased blocks follows analogously with the roles of γ0 and γ1 exchanged.

Suppose for contradiction that there are more than 6h+ 1 mixed-�rst-biased blocks in Blocks(x).

Let X1, . . . , X6h+2 be any 6h+ 2 of them, ordered as in Types(x). For i ∈ [6h+ 1], let zi be the node

of P (x) that immediately follows the last node of Xi. Note that by the construction of Blocks(x),

the second coordinate of the type of zi cannot be #, for otherwise zi would be in Xi. In particular,

zi /∈ Xi+1 and zi lies in P (x) strictly before Xi+1.

As argued, for each i ∈ [6h + 1] the second coordinate of the type of zi belongs to {−,+,±}.
�erefore, there exists a subset of indices I ⊆ [6h+ 1] of size 3h+ 1 such that either for each i ∈ I ,

the second coordinate of the type of zi belongs to {−,±}, or for each i ∈ I , the second coordinate of

the type of zi belongs to {+,±}. Assume the former case, as the proof in the la�er case is symmetric.

Since each Xi is a mixed-�rst-biased block, for each i ∈ I we may �nd a node yi ∈ Xi such that

the �rst coordinate of the type of yi belongs to {+,±}. Now the nodes {yi, zi : i ∈ I} form a structure

forbidden by Lemma 3.4Lemma 3.4, a contradiction. C

By the above claims, the total number of mixed blocks is at most 24k + 4. Call a block una�ected
if it is not mixed and the block succeeding it exists and is not mixed either. �en the total number of

una�ected blocks is larger than (60h+ 9)− 2 · (24h+ 4)− 1 = 12h. Out of these, there are either more

than 6h una�ected positive blocks, or more than 6h una�ected negative blocks. Assume the former

case, as the proof in the la�er case is symmetric.

Let then B1, . . . , B6h+1 be any 6h + 1 una�ected positive blocks, and let C1, . . . , C6h+1 be the

successors of blocks B1, . . . , B6h+1, respectively. Since B1, . . . , B6h+1 are una�ected and positive, it

follows that C1, . . . , C6h+1 are negative blocks. Observe that for each i ∈ [6h+ 1], it cannot happen

that for all the nodes t ∈ Bi ∪ Ci, the �rst coordinate of the type of t is #. Indeed, then Bi ∪ Ci would

be a �rst-biased interval, and therefore it would be a valid interval that would contain the block Bi as a

pre�x. Similarly, for each i ∈ [6h+ 1], it cannot happen that the second coordinate of the type of t is #
for all t ∈ Bi ∪ Ci. We conclude that for each i ∈ [6h + 1], we may �nd nodes yi ∈ Bi and zi ∈ Ci
such that one of the following alternatives holds:

• the �rst coordinate of the type of yi is not # (and therefore must be +) and the second coordinate

of the type of zi is not # (and therefore must be −); or

• the second coordinate of the type of yi is not # (and therefore must be +) and the �rst coordinate

of the type of zi is not # (and therefore must be −).

By the pigeonhole principle, one of these two alternatives holds for at least 3h+ 1 indices i ∈ [6h+ 1].
Suppose this is the �rst alternative, as the proof in the other case proceeds analogously with the roles

of γ0 and γ1 exchanged. It now follows that if I ⊆ [6h + 1] is a set of size 3h + 1 such that the �rst

alternative holds for each i ∈ I , then the nodes {yi, zi : i ∈ I} form a structure forbidden by Lemma 3.4Lemma 3.4,

a contradiction.
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For a node x of Y , we de�ne the following:

• Q(x) is the set consisting of x and the parent of x in Y , if existent;

• S(x) is the set containing, for each block A ∈ Blocks(x), the �Y -minimal element of A, the

�Y -minimal element of A whose type belongs to {−,±} (if existent), and the �Y -minimal

element of A whose type belongs to {+,±} (if existent);

• for each γ ∈ Γ, gγ(x) is the �Y -maximal ancestor of x such that there exists a γ-vertex w
satisfying gγ(x) �Y $(w), or gγ(x) = ⊥ if no such ancestor exists.

Further, let

Ł(x) = Q(x) ∪ S(x).

By Lemma 3.5Lemma 3.5, we have

|Ł(x)| 6 2 + 3 · (60h+ 9) 6 209h.

Intuitively, Ł(x) ∪ {gγ(x) : γ ∈ Γ} contains all vertices that are interesting from the point of view

of x.

Recovering edges: combinatorial analysis. Let us �x two vertices u0, u1 ∈ U . Let

x0 = $(u0), x1 = $(u1),

γ0 = γ(u0), γ1 = γ(u1).

Adopting the notation from the previous section, we have sets P (x0) and P (x1) and their partitions

Blocks(x0) and Blocks(x1). Intuitively, our goal is to show that given sets Ł(x0) and Ł(x1), we may

either directly infer whether u0 and u1 are adjacent in G, or locate the node z = x0 ∧Y x1, that is, the

lowest common ancestor of x0 and x1. In the subsequent section we will implement this mechanism in

�rst-order logic. Lemma 3.3Lemma 3.3 implies that the sequences of types Types(x0) and Types(x1) agree on the

pre�x up to the grandparent of z.

Let Z be the set consisting of:

• z;

• the parent of z, if existent;

• the child of z that is an ancestor of x0, if existent; and

• the child of z that is an ancestor of x1, if existent.

We will further work under the following assumption:

Ł(x0) ∩ Z = ∅ or Ł(x1) ∩ Z = ∅. (∗)

Intuitively, if assumption (∗∗) is not satis�ed, then both Ł(x0) and Ł(x1) contain either z or its neighbor

in Y , and then locating z will be easy.

Note that the root of Y always belongs to Ł(x0) ∩ Ł(x1). Hence, assuming (∗∗), z is neither the

root of Y nor a child of the root of Y . �en both P (x0) and P (x1) are non-empty, implying that also

Blocks(x0) and Blocks(x1) are non-empty. Let

Blocks(x0) = {A1, A2, . . . , Ap} and Blocks(x1) = {B1, B2, . . . , Bq},

where blocks Ai and Bj are ordered naturally by the ancestor order so that the root of Y belongs

to A1 and B1. For a block Ai, let top(Ai) be the �rst (i.e. �Y -minimal) node of Ai; de�ne top(Bj)
analogously.

Let i be the largest index such that top(Ai) = top(Bi). Note that i is well-de�ned, because

top(A1) = top(B1). Let t = top(Ai) = top(Bi). Since t is both an ancestor of x0 and of x1, we have

t �Y z. Furthermore, since t ∈ Ł(x0) ∩ Ł(x1), from (∗∗) we infer that t /∈ Z .

Lemma 3.6. �e node z has the following properties:

1. z ∈ Q(x0) or the �rst coordinate of tpx0γ0,γ1(z) is not equal to#;
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2. z ∈ Q(x1) or the second coordinate of tpx1γ0,γ1(z) is not equal to#;

3. z ∈ Ai ∪Bi.

Proof. �e �rst two points follow directly from the existence of vertices u0 and u1. We are le� with argu-

ing that z ∈ Ai∪Bi. Suppose otherwise. �en bothAi+1 andBi+1 exist, and moreover top(Ai+1) ≺Y z
and top(Bi+1) ≺Y z. By the maximality of i we have top(Ai+1) 6= top(Bi+1).

By Lemma 3.3Lemma 3.3 and the construction ofBlocks(x1) andBlocks(x2), every ancestor of the grandparent

of z is the top vertex of a block in Blocks(x1) if and only if it is the top vertex of a block in Blocks(x2).

�erefore, top(Ai+1) 6= top(Bi+1) together with top(Ai+1) ≺Y z and top(Bi+1) ≺Y z implies that

top(Ai+1) ∈ Z and top(Bi+1) ∈ Z . As top(Ai+1) ∈ Ł(x0) and top(Bi+1) ∈ Ł(x1), this contradicts

assumption (∗∗).

Let R := { r : t �Y r �Y z and r /∈ Z }. Note that t ∈ R, hence R is non-empty. By Lemma 3.3Lemma 3.3, we

have

tpx0γ0,γ1(r) = tpx1γ0,γ1(r) for each r ∈ R. (1)

From the construction of Blocks(x0) and of Blocks(x1) it then follows that

R ⊆ Ai ∩Bi. (2)

We now observe the following.

Lemma 3.7. �ere exists r ∈ R such that

tpx0γ0,γ1(r) = tpx1γ0,γ1(r) 6= ##.

Proof. Suppose otherwise: tpx0γ0,γ1(r) = tpx1γ0,γ1(r) = ## for all r ∈ R. By Lemma 3.6Lemma 3.6, we either have

z ∈ Q(x0), or tpx0γ0,γ1(z) 6= ##. �e la�er condition implies that eitherAi+1 exists and top(Ai+1) ∈ Z ,

or the �Y -minimal element of block Ai whose type features a non-# symbol belongs to Z . In each of

these three cases we have Ł(x0) ∩ Z 6= ∅. A symmetric reasoning shows that also Ł(x1) ∩ Z 6= ∅. �is

is a contradiction with assumption (∗∗).

We introduce the following notation. For γ ∈ Γ and y ∈ V (Y ), if there is a unique grandchild y′

of y in Y such that for every γ-vertex v satisfying y �Y $(v) we have y′ �Y $(v), then we set

hγ(y) = y′. If there is no such grandchild, we set hγ(y) = ⊥.

Lemma 3.8. None of the blocks Ai or Bi is fully mixed. Moreover, depending on the kinds the blocks Ai
and Bi belong to, we have the following cases:

1. If Ai is not biased, then

• either Ai is positive and u0u1 ∈ E(G),

• or Ai is negative and u0u1 /∈ E(G).

2. If Bi is not biased, then

• either Bi is positive and u0u1 ∈ E(G),

• or Bi is negative and u0u1 /∈ E(G).

3. If both Ai and Bi are biased, then

• either both Ai and Bi are �rst-biased, and then hγ0(z) 6= ⊥,
• or both Ai and Bi are second-biased and then hγ1(z) 6= ⊥.

Proof. First, we observe the following.
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Claim. None of the blocks Ai or Bi is fully mixed.

Proof of the claim. Recall that a fully mixed block consists of one node whose type does not feature

symbol #, but features either ± or both + and −. �erefore, if any of Ai or Bi was fully mixed, then

both of them would be, implying thatAi = Bi = {t}. �is stands in contradiction with Lemma 3.6Lemma 3.6. C

Next, we treat the case when Ai or Bi is not biased.

Claim. SupposeAi is not biased. �en exactly one of the following holds: Ai is positive and u0u1 ∈ E(G),
orAi is negative and u0u1 /∈ E(G). Symmetrically, supposingBi is not biased, exactly one of the following
holds: Bi is positive and u0u1 ∈ E(G), or Bi is negative and u0u1 /∈ E(G).

Proof of the claim. We prove the �rst assertion; the reasoning proving the second one is symmetric.

By the previous claim and the assumption, Ai is neither fully mixed, nor �rst-biased, nor second-

biased. �erefore, Ai is either positive or negative. Note that by Lemma 3.7Lemma 3.7 and (22), Ai cannot be both

positive and negative at the same time. It remains to prove that if Ai is positive, then u0u1 ∈ E(G);

the proof that Ai being negative entails u0u1 /∈ E(G) is symmetric.

Note that if we have z ∈ Ai, then Ai being positive immediately implies that u0u1 ∈ E(G).

�erefore, suppose that z /∈ Ai, which implies that z � top(Ai+1) and as top(Bi+1) 6= top(Ai+1)
(by de�nition of i), z ∈ Ł(x0) and thus Ł(x0) ∩ Z 6= ∅. By Lemma 3.6Lemma 3.6, we have z ∈ Bi. Suppose

for contradiction that u0u1 /∈ E(G). �en the second coordinate of tpx1γ0,γ1(z) has to be either − or

±. However, since Ai is positive, from (11) and (22) we infer that types tpx1γ0,γ1(r) for r ∈ R feature

only symbols # and +. �erefore, the �Y -minimal element of Bi that contains symbol − or ± is

either z or its parent, implying that Ł(x1) ∩ Z 6= ∅. Together with Ł(x0) ∩ Z 6= ∅, this contradicts

assumption (∗∗). C

We are le� with the case when both Ai and Bi are biased. First, we observe that they need to be

biased in the same direction.

Claim. If bothAi andBi are biased, then exactly one of the following holds: bothAi andBi are �rst-biased,
or both Ai and Bi are second-biased.

Proof of the claim. Follows directly from Lemma 3.7Lemma 3.7 together with (22). C

We now show how to locate z in this case.

Claim. Suppose Ai and Bi are both �rst-biased. �en z ∈ Ai and z = gγ0(x1); in particular z ∈ P (x0).
Moreover, there exists a grandchild z0 of z such that for every γ0-vertex v satisfying z �Y $(v), we in
fact have z0 �Y $(v). Also, there exist γ0-vertices satisfying this condition.

In other words, hγ0(z) = z0.

Proof of the claim. Since Bi is �rst-biased, from Lemma 3.6Lemma 3.6(2) we infer that z ∈ Q(x1). It implies that

Ł(x1) ∩ Z 6= ∅ and that z /∈ P (x1) thus z /∈ Bi. By Lemma 3.6Lemma 3.6(3), z ∈ Ai. As z /∈ Bi and R ⊆ Bi, we

have Ł(x1) ∩ Z 6= ∅. �erefore, from assumption (∗∗) we conclude that Ł(x0) ∩ Z = ∅.
As z ∈ Ai, we in particular have z ∈ P (x0), hence z is neither x0 nor the parent of x0. Let then z0

be the grandchild of z such that z0 �Y x0. Further, let z′0 be the parent of z0. Note that z′0 ∈ Z . Since

Ł(x0) ∩ Z = ∅, we must have z′0 ∈ Ai.
Since Ai is �rst-biased and z, z′0 ∈ Ai, the second coordinates of tpx0γ0,γ1(z) and of tpx0γ0,γ1(z′0) are

both #. �erefore, there are no γ0-vertices v satisfying x0 ∧Y $(v) = z or x0 ∧Y $(v) = z′0, which

means that for every γ0-vertex v satisfying z �Y $(v), we in fact have z0 �Y $(v). �at there exist

γ0-vertices satisfying this condition is witnessed by u0. C

A symmetric reasoning yields the following.
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Claim. SupposeAi andBi are both second-biased. �en z ∈ Bi and z = gγ1(x0); in particular z ∈ P (x1).
Moreover, there exists a grandchild z1 of z such that for every γ1-vertex v satisfying z �Y $(v), we in
fact have z1 �Y $(v). Also, there exist γ1-vertices satisfying this condition.

In other words, hγ1(z) = z1.

�e presented claims verify all the assertions from the lemma statement.

Recovering edges: logical implementation. We now de�ne a structure HT which encodes all the

relevant information about the k-NLC-tree T and its factorization P . Intuitively, HT encodes T in the

natural way, plus in addition we enrich it with pointers encoding sets Ł(x) and functions gγ(x), hγ(x).

Formally, the universe of HT is just V (T ); note that the set U will not be directly encoded. In HT

we will use only unary predicates and unary (partial) functions. Of course, the la�er can be replaced by

suitable functional binary relations in order to make the signature purely relational. In the following,

whenever we encode some node y that belongs to the quotient tree Y , we represent it using top(y).

For instance, the parent function in Y is represented as a partial function on the nodes of T that maps

top(x) to top(x′) whenever x′ is the parent of x in Y .

For x ∈ V (Y ), let Ł̂(x) ⊆ V (Y ) be the set containing every ancestor of x that:

• belongs to Ł(x),

• is the parent of a node of Ł(x),

• is the child of a node of Ł(x) on P (x), or

• is the grandchild of a node of Ł(x) on P (x).

Recalling that |Ł(x)| 6 209h, we have |Ł̂(x)| 6 836h. Also, for x ∈ V (Y ) and γ ∈ Γ, we let ĝγ(x) be

the child of gγ(x) that is an ancestor of x. In case gγ(x) = x, we set ĝγ(x) = ⊥.

In the following encoding, all values featuring ⊥ are removed from the domains of corresponding

mappings. �en, in HT we encode:

• the parent function of the tree T ;

• the parent function of the tree Y ;

• the mapping a 7→ ρ(e(a)), where a is a node of T and e(a) is the edge of T connecting a with its

parent;

• the mapping x 7→ %(e(x)), where x is a node of Y and e(x) is the edge of Y connecting x with

its parent;

• the mappings a 7→ top(x(a)) and a 7→ ρ(pathT (a, top(x(a)))), where a is a node of T and x(a)
is the node of Y such that a ∈ x(a);

• for each γ ∈ Γ, the mappings x 7→ gγ(x), x 7→ ĝγ(x), and x 7→ hγ(x);

• for each γ ∈ Γ, the mapping x 7→ %(pathY (x, ĝγ(x)));

• the mapping x 7→ Ł̂(x), together with relevant data about the elements of Ł̂(x); and

• for every node x of Y and y ∈ Ł̂(x), the value %(pathY (x, y)).

Here, the last two points require more explanation. Recall that |Ł̂(x)| 6 836h for each x ∈ V (Y ).

�erefore, to encode the mapping x 7→ Ł̂(x) we use 836h distinct unary functions, where the ith
function maps a node x ∈ V (Y ) to the ith element of Ł̂(x), sorted by the ancestor order. �e relevant

data about a node y ∈ Ł̂(x) includes whether y is the�Y -minimal node of some block of Blocks(x) and

if so, what kind of block it is (positive or negative, �rst-biased or second-biased, etc.). �is information

can be encoded using unary predicates at x. Similarly, to encode the values %(pathY (x, y)) for y ∈ Ł̂(x),

we use 836h distinct unary predicates at x, where the ith predicate encodes %(pathY (x, y)) where y is

the ith element of Ł̂(x).

We later use some properties of HT that follow from the synchronization property expressed by

Lemma 3.3Lemma 3.3. For this, for a node a of T , we de�ne N↑(a) to be the set of all nodes b of T such that

b ≺T a and there is a function f in HT such that b = f(a) or a = f(b). �en we have the following.

Lemma 3.9. For each a ∈ V (T ),∣∣∣{b ∈ V (T ) : b ≺T a} ∩
⋃

a′�T a

N↑(a′)
∣∣∣ 6 836h+ 2k + 4.
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Proof. Let x ∈ V (Y ) be such that a ∈ x. From Lemma 3.3Lemma 3.3 and the construction of the blocks it follows

that for all x′, x′′ ∈ V (Y ) such that top(x′), top(x′′) �T a, we have

Ł(x′) ∩ P (x) = Ł(x′′) ∩ P (x).

�us,

Ł̂(x′) ∩ P (x↑) = Ł̂(x′′) ∩ P (x↑)

for all such x′, x′′. Let M0 be this common subset of P (x↑); note that Ł̂(x′) ∩ P (x) ⊆M0 ∪ {x↑↑}. Let

M ′0 = {top(z) : z ∈M0} ∪ {top(x↑↑)}; then |M ′0| 6 836h+ 1.

Similarly, for all x′, x′′ as above, we have

{gγ(x′), ĝγ(x′) : γ ∈ Γ} ∩ P (x) = {gγ(x′′), ĝγ(x′′) : γ ∈ Γ} ∩ P (x),

so letM1 be this common subset ofP (x) and letM ′1 = {top(z) : z ∈M1}. Note that |M ′1| 6 2|Γ| 6 2k.

It can now be easily seen from the construction of HT that for each a′ �T a, we have

{b ∈ V (T ) : b �T a} ∩N↑(a′) ⊆M ′0 ∪M ′1 ∪ {a↑, top(x), top(x↑)}.

Since the set on the right hand side has size at most 836h+ 2k + 4, the claim follows.

Our next goal is to implement the combinatorial analysis described in the previous section using

�rst-order formulas working over HT. Before we do this, let us see how the information about elements

of U can be recovered from HT. Suppose u ∈ U is a vertex for which we know that π(u) = a and

χ(u) = c. �en $(u) can be easily inferred as top(x(a)). Similarly, the color κT(u,$(u)) can be

obtained by applying ρ(pathT (a, top(x(a)))) to c. �is in particular gives the value of γ(u). Finally,

whenever for some ancestor y of x = $(u), the value of %(pathY (x, y)) is stored in HT, then the color

κT(u, top(y)) can be obtained by applying %(pathY (x, y)) to κT(u,$(u)). �is may happen when

y = ĝγ(x) for some γ ∈ Γ, or when y ∈ Ł̂(x).

We are now ready to provide the promised implementation.

Lemma 3.10. Fix c0, c1 ∈ [k]. �en there are formulas

ϕc0,c1(p0, p1), ψc0,c1(p0, p1), and { ζc0,c1,d0,d1(p0, p1, q, q0, q1) : d0, d1 ∈ [k] }

in the vocabulary of HT such that the following holds for all distinct u0, u1 ∈ U satisfying χ(u0) = c0

and χ(u1) = c1, where a0 = π(u0) and a1 = π(u1).

• If HT |= ϕc0,c1(a0, a1), then u0 and u1 are adjacent in G if and only if HT |= ψc0,c1(a0, a1).

• If HT 6|= ϕc0,c1(a0, a1), then there is a unique 5-tuple (d0, d1, t, t0, t1) ∈ [k]2 × V (T )3 such that
HT |= ζc0,c1,d0,d1(a0, a1, t, t0, t1):

– t = top($(u0) ∧Y $(u1));
– t0 is the �T -maximum node of $(u0) ∧Y $(u1) satisfying t0 �T π(u0);
– t1 is the �T -maximum node of $(u0) ∧Y $(u1) satisfying t1 �T π(u1);
– d0 = κT(u0, t0); and
– d1 = κT(u1, t1).

Proof. We explain how, given a0, a1 ∈ V (T ), c0, c1 ∈ [k], and access to the information present in HT,

to either determine whether u0 and u1 are adjacent in G or not, or �nd the 5-tuple (d0, d1, t, t0, t1)
descibed in the statement. It is straightforward to encode the explained mechanism in �rst-order logic,

which gives rise to the postulated �rst-order formulas.

Let us adopt the notation from the previous section for u0 and u1. In particular, u0 is a γ0-vertex, u1

is a γ1-vertex, $(u0) = x0, $(u1) = x1, and z = x0 ∧Y x1. As argued, γ0, γ1, x0, x1 can be inferred

from c0, c1, a0, a1 given access to HT.

As the �rst step, we �nd the �Y -maximal element of Ł̂(x0)∩ Ł̂(x1). Call it z̃. First, we consider the

corner case when x0 = x1 = z̃. �en we have:
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• t = top(x0) = top(x1);

• t0 = a0;

• t1 = a1;

• d0 = c0; and

• d1 = c1.

Second, we check whether both Ł̂(x0) and Ł̂(x1) contain a child of z̃. Suppose for a moment that

this is the case, and let z′0 and z′1 be these children, respectively. �en by the maximality of z̃, we must

have z′0 6= z′1, implying z = z̃. It follows that:

• t = top(z);

• t0 is the parent in T of top(z′0);

• t1 is the parent in T of top(z′1);

• d0 = ρ(e(top(z′0))) (κT(u0, top(z′0))); and

• d1 = ρ(e(top(z′1))) (κT(u1, top(z′1))).

As we argued, these values can be retrieved from HT given c0, c1, a0, a1.

Next, we consider a mix of the two cases above: x0 = z̃ and z̃ has a child z′1 that belongs to Ł̂(x1).

�en again we have z = z̃ and:

• t = top(z);

• t0 = a0;

• t1 is the parent in T of top(z′1);

• d0 = c0; and

• d1 = ρ(e(top(z′1))) (κT(u1, top(z′1))).

�e case when x1 = z̃ and z̃ has a child z′0 that belongs to Ł̂(x0) is symmetric.

We claim that the four cases considered above cover all the situations when assumption (∗∗) is not

satis�ed, that is, when Ł(x0) ∩ Z 6= ∅ and Ł(x1) ∩ Z 6= ∅. Indeed, if this is the case, then Ł̂(x0) and

Ł̂(x1) both contain z. Moreover, Ł̂(x0) contains the child of z that is an ancestor of x0, if existent, and

similarly Ł̂(x1) contains the child of z that is an ancestor of x1, if existent. �en z = z̃ and in either

way, one of the four cases considered above applies.

Hence, from now on we proceed under the assumption that (∗∗) holds. Consequently, all the claims

presented in the previous section can be applied.

Denoting P(x0) = {A1, . . . , Ap} and P(x1) = {B1, . . . , Bq}, we �nd the largest index i such that

top(Ai) = top(Bi). Note that i and the kinds to which blocks Ai and Bi belong can be retrieved using

the information stored along with sets Ł̂(x0) and Ł̂(x1).

By Lemma 3.8Lemma 3.8, none of the blocks Ai or Bi can be fully mixed. If either Ai or Bi is not biased, we

may use Lemma 3.8Lemma 3.8-(11) and Lemma 3.8Lemma 3.8-(22) to directly infer whether u0 and u1 are adjacent in G or

not. We are le� with the case when both Ai and Bi are biased. By Lemma 3.8Lemma 3.8-(33), they are either both

�rst-biased, or both second-biased.

Suppose that both Ai and Bi are �rst-biased. �en, by Lemma 3.8Lemma 3.8, we have:

• z = gγ0(x1);

• z0 = hγ0(z) 6= ⊥;

• if z′0 is the parent in Y of z0, then t0 is the parent in T of top(z′0); and

• if d′0 is the unique element of %(e(z0))(γ0), then d0 = ρ(e(top(z′0)))(d′0).

Here, the fact that %(e(z0))(γ0) consists of exactly one element of γ0 is implied by the fact that T/P is

splendid, as asserted by Lemma 3.2Lemma 3.2. It remains to retrieve t1 and d1. For this, by Lemma 3.8Lemma 3.8 we observe

that if ĝγ0(x1) = ⊥ then x1 = z and we have

• t1 = a1 and

• d1 = c1.

Otherwise, if ĝγ0(x1) 6= ⊥, then ĝγ0(x1) is the ancestor of x1 that is a child of z and we have:

• t1 is the parent in T of top(ĝγ0(x1)) and

• d1 = ρ(e(ĝγ0(x1))) (κT(u1, top(ĝγ0(x1)))).
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�e case when both Ai and Bi are second-biased is symmetric. As in all the cases we have either

concluded whether u0 and u1 are adjacent or not, or we have determined the 5-tuple (d0, d1, t, t0, t1),

this �nishes the proof.

3.2.2 Shallow case

We now treat the case when the quotient tree (Y, U, %,$) is shallow; recall that this means that Y
has height 1. As in the previous section, we encode T in a structure HT whose universe is V (T ). We

encode the following information in HT:

• the parent function of the tree T ;

• the mapping a 7→ ρ(e(a)), where a is a node of T and e(a) is the edge of T connecting a with its

parent;

• the mapping a 7→ top(x(a)), where a is a node of T and x(a) is the node of Y such that a ∈ x(a);

and

• the mapping a 7→ ρ(pathT (a, top(x(a)))).

For a ∈ V (T ) we de�ne N↑(a) as before: N↑(a) comprises all strict ancestors of a in T that are bound

to a via functions present in HT. We have the following analogue of Lemma 3.9Lemma 3.9.

Lemma 3.11. For each a ∈ V (T ),∣∣∣{b ∈ V (T ) : b �T a} ∩
⋃

a′�T a

N↑(a′)
∣∣∣ 6 2.

Proof. �e only nodes that may be contained in the involved set are a↑ and top(x(a)).

We may also prove the following analogue of Lemma 3.10Lemma 3.10.

Lemma 3.12. Fix c0, c1 ∈ [k]. �en there formulas

{ζc0,c1,d1,d2(p0, p1, q, q0, q1) : d0, d1 ∈ [k]}

in the vocabulary ofHT such that the following holds for all distinct u0, u1 ∈ U satisfying c0 = χ(u0) and
c1 = χ(u1), where a0 = π(u0) and a1 = π(u1). �ere is a unique 5-tuple (d0, d1, t, t0, t1) ∈ [k]2×V (T )3

such that HT |= ζc0,c1,d0,d1(a0, a1, t, t0, t1):

• t = top($(u0) ∧Y $(u1));

• t0 is the �T -maximum node of $(u0) ∧Y $(u1) satisfying t0 �T π(u0);

• t1 is the �T -maximum node of $(u0) ∧Y $(u1) satisfying t1 �T π(u1);

• d0 = κT(u0, t0); and

• d1 = κT(u1, t1).

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.10Lemma 3.10, we describe a mechanism of determining (d0, d1, t, t0, t1) from

c0, c1, a0, a1 given access to HT. It is straightforward to formulate this mechanism in �rst-order logic,

which gives rise to the postulated formulas.

Let x0 = $(u0) and x1 = $(u1); note that x0 and x1 can be inferred from a0 and a1. First, we

check whether x0 = x1. If this is the case, then we have

• t = top(x0) = top(x1);

• t0 = a0;

• t1 = a1;

• d0 = c0; and

• d1 = c1.

Otherwise, x0 ∧Y x1 is equal to the root r of Y . �en:
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• t = top(r) is the root of T ;

• t0 = a0 if x0 = r, or t0 is the parent of top(x0) in T otherwise;

• t1 = a1 if x1 = r, or t1 is the parent of top(x0) in T otherwise;

• d0 = c0 if x0 = r, or d0 = ρ(e(top(x0))) ◦ ρ(pathT (a0, top(x0)))(c0) otherwise; and

• d1 = c1 if x1 = r, or d1 = ρ(e(top(x1))) ◦ ρ(pathT (a1, top(x1)))(c1) otherwise.

�is concludes the proof.

3.2.3 Completing the induction

We now utilize the understanding obtained in the previous sections to complete the proof of �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2

through an induction scheme. Let ` 6 3kk be the length of the sequence of classes provided by

Lemma 3.1Lemma 3.1.

Recall that we work with a k-NLC-tree T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ) generating G. We de�ne a sequence

of factorizations Q1, . . . ,Q` of T though backward induction as follows:

• Q` consists of one factor, being the whole tree T itself; and

• for i < `,Qi is obtained fromQi+1 by replacing each factor F ∈ Qi with all the factors of P(TF ).

�us, Lemma 3.1Lemma 3.1 asserts that Q1 is a factorization of T into single-node factors.

Next, for each i ∈ [`] and factor F ∈ Qi we de�ne a structure JF . Intuitively, JF encodes the

structure HTF
that we de�ned in the previous section, as well as all the structures JF ′ for F ′ ∈ P(TF ),

constructed in the previous step of the induction. �us, the universe of TF is V (F ), while the relations

in TF are de�ned by induction on i as follows.

For i = 1, the tree F has exactly one node, say a. Structure JF stores only the value η(a), encoded

using unary relations on a.

For i > 1, the structure JF is constructed as a superposition of the structure HTF
and struc-

tures JF ′ for F ′ ∈ P(TF ) as follows. First, consider the induced k-NLC-tree TF and construct the

structure HTF
for it as in the previous section. �is structure has V (F ) as its universe. Next, for each

factor F ′ ∈ P(TF ), consider the structure JF ′ constructed in the previous step of induction and add all

the tuples from all the relations of JF ′ to JF . While doing this, we reuse relation names: we assume

that all the structures JF ′ are over the same vocabulary, so to obtain a relation R from this vocabulary

in JF we take the union of relations R taken from structures JF ′ for F ′ ∈ P(TF ). Note here that the

universes of structures JF ′ are pairwise disjoint, and the vocabulary used for encoding HTF
is assumed

to be disjoint from the vocabulary used for encoding structures JF ′ . Finally, for technical reasons we

add to JF a function rooti(·) that maps each node a ∈ V (F ) to the root of F .

Let now JT := JT , where T is the unique factor of Q`. Further, let J?T be the structure obtained

from JT by adding U to the universe, together with unary and binary relations encoding mappings

u 7→ π(u) and u 7→ χ(u), for u ∈ U .

First, we verify that J?T contains all the information needed to reconstruct G.

Lemma3.13. �ere is a �rst-order formulaα(p0, p1) over the vocabulary of J?T such that for allu0, u1 ∈ U ,
we have J?T |= α(u0, u1) if and only if u0u1 ∈ E(G).

Proof. For a pair of vertices a0, a1 ∈ V (T ), let the level of (a0, a1) be the smallest integer i such that

a0 and a1 belong to the same factor of Qi. As Q` consists of one factor — the whole tree T — the level

of every pair is upper bounded by `. We shall inductively de�ne formulas βic0,c1(p0, p1) for c0, c1 ∈ [k]
and i ∈ [`] satisfying the following property: for every pair (a0, a1) ∈ V (T )2

of level at most i, if

there are vertices u0, u1 ∈ U satisfying π(u0) = a0, π(u1) = a1, χ(u0) = c0, and χ(u1) = c1, then

J?T |= βic0,c1(a0, a1) i� u0u1 ∈ E(G). If we succeed in this, then formula α(u0, u1) can be wri�en by

�rst de�ning a0 = π(u0), a1 = π(u1), c0 = χ(u0), and c1 = χ(u1), and then applying β`c0,c1(a0, a1).

Consider �rst the base case i = 1. As factorization Q1 places every node of T in a di�erent factor,

then condition that (a0, a1) has level at most 1 boils down to a0 = a1. Hence β1
c0,c1(a0, a1) only needs

to check that a0 = a1 and that (c0, c1) ∈ η(a0).
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We proceed to the induction step. Let F be the factor of Qi that contains both a0 and a1. We

shall assume that the quotient tree TF /P(TF ) is splendid, hence we will use formulas provided by

Lemma 3.12Lemma 3.12 for the k-NLC-tree TF . Note here that the structure HTF
encoding TF is contained in

J?T. Hence, these formulas may be applied in J?T in the same manner as in HTF
, provided that we

appropriately relativize them to the elements of V (F ); these can be distinguished as elements mapped

to the root of F by rooti(·). �e reasoning in the other case, when TF /P(TF ) is shallow, proceeds in

the same way and is even simpler, as we may use Lemma 3.12Lemma 3.12 instead of Lemma 3.10Lemma 3.10.

We �rst check whether ϕc0,c1(a0, a1) holds in HTF
. If this is the case, then we may immediately

determine whether u0 and u1 are adjacent in G by checking whether ψc0,c1(a0, a1) holds in HTF
.

Otherwise, using formulas ζc0,c1,d0,d1(p0, p1, q, q0, q1) we can �nd suitable colors d0, d1 ∈ [k] and nodes

t, t0, t1 ∈ V (F ), as described in Lemma 3.10Lemma 3.10. Note here that if F ′ is the factor of P(TF ) that contains

the least common ancestor of a0 and a1, then

• t = top(F ′);

• t0 = πF ′(u0);

• t1 = πF ′(u1);

• d0 = χF ′(u0); and

• d1 = χF ′(u1).

Hence, to decide whether u0u1 ∈ E(G), it su�ces to check whether J?T |= αi−1
d0,d1

(t0, t1), which is a

formula that we constructed in the previous step of induction.

Recall that the Gaifman graph of a structure A is the undirected graph Gaif(A) whose vertex

set is the universe of A, and where two elements are considered adjacent if and only if they appear

simultaneously in a tuple in a relation in A. De�ne

D := {Gaif(J?T) : T is a k-NLC-tree generating a graph from C }.

�at the class D has bounded treewidth is then proved using the characterization of treewidth

through the strong reachability relation, with the help of Lemma 3.9Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.11Lemma 3.11.

For the proof of Lemma 3.14Lemma 3.14, we need several de�nitions.

Let G be a graph and let 6 be a vertex ordering of G, that is, a linear order on the vertex set of G.

For a vertice u and v of G, we say that v is strongly reachable from u in 6 if v 6 u and in G there

exists a path P from u to v such that u < w for every internal vertex w of P . �en, we de�ne the

strong reachability set of u, denoted SReach∞[G,6, u] as the set of all vertices of G that are strongly

reachable from u in 6. �e strong∞-coloring number of G is de�ned as

scol∞(G) = min
6

max
u∈V (G)

|SReach∞[G,6, u]|,

where the minimum ranges over all vertex orderings of G. It is folklore that the strong∞-coloring

number essentially coincides with treewidth.

�eorem 3.1 (see e.g. Chapter 1, �eorem 1.19 of [3737]). For every graph G, the treewidth of G is equal
to scol∞(G)− 1.

We now use �eorem 3.13.1 together with Lemma 3.9Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.11Lemma 3.11 to prove the following.

Lemma 3.14. For every graph G ∈ D , the treewidth of G is at most 3kk · (836h+ 2k + 4).

Proof. By �eorem 3.13.1, it su�ces to give a vertex ordering of G where each strong reachability set has

size at most 3kk · (836h+ 2k+ 4) + 1. Let G = Gaif(J?T), where T = (T,U, ρ, π, η, χ) is a k-NLC-tree

that generates a graph from C . �en V (G) = U ∪ V (T ). Let 6 be a vertex ordering of G constructed

as follows: �rst put all the nodes of T in any order that extends �T (that is, u �T v entails u 6 v),

and then put all the vertices of U in any order. Our goal is to establish an upper bound on the sizes of

strong reachability sets with respect to the ordering 6.
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Observe that for u ∈ U , we have SReach∞[G,6, u] = {u, π(u)}, so this is a set of size 2. Consider

then any a ∈ V (T ). From the construction of JT it follows that all the edges of G which connect two

nodes V (T ) in fact connect a node of T with its ancestor. Hence, we have

SReach∞[G,6, a] ⊆ {a} ∪
⋃̀
i=1

N↑i (a),

where N↑i (a) is the set N↑(a) evaluated in the structure HTFi
, where Fi is the factor from Qi that

contains a. By Lemma 3.9Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.11Lemma 3.11, each of the sets N↑i (a) has size at most 836h+ 2k + 4, so

|SReach∞[G,6, a]| 6 ` · (836h+ 2k + 4) + 1 = 3kk · (836h+ 2k + 4) + 1,

as required.

�e bound obtained in Lemma 3.14Lemma 3.14 is not optimal, and could be easily reduced. Note that it is not

known whether there is a collapse in the hierarchy of classes with bounded treewidth with respect to

�rst-order transductions, that is, whether there exist integers k < k′ with the property that the class of

graphs with treewidth at most k′ can be transduced from the class of graphs with treewidth at most k.

We conjecture that this is not the case.

We are now able to prove �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2, which we restate below.

�eorem 1.2. If a class of graphs C has bounded rankwidth, then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. C has a stable edge relation;
2. C is stable;
3. C is monadically stable;
4. C is a transduction of a class with bounded treewidth.

Proof. For a graph G, let Ĝ be the graph obtained from G by subdividing every edge uv twice, that

is, replacing it with a path u− suuv − svuv − v. Let D̂ = {Ĝ : G ∈ D}. As subdividing edges does not

increase the treewidth and D has bounded treewidth by Lemma 3.14Lemma 3.14, the same bound also applies to D̂ .

We now prove that there is a transduction from D̂ onto C , hence establishing the only non-trivial

implication of the theorem.

Consider any graph G ∈ C . Let T be any k-NLC-tree that generates G. Let M = Gaif(J?T). We

argue that G can be transduced from M̂ ∈ D̂ using a �xed transduction that depends only on k.

We �rst argue that the structure J?T can be transduced from M̂ . First, we add colors to distinguish

the original vertices of M from the subdividing vertices (i.e. vertices suuv and svuv introduced when

constructing M̂ from M ). Now, recall that the vocabulary of J?T consists only of unary relations and

partial functions. Unary relations present in J?T can be introduced directly. For every partial function f
present in J?T, we transduce it as follows. First, we introduce a unary predicate Zf which selects

vertices suu f(u) for u ranging over the domain of f . �en it is straightforward to interpret f using

a �rst-order formula involving Zf . �us, we have introduced all the relations present in J?T, and it

remains to use a universe restriction formula to dispose of all the subdividing vertices, which should

not be included in the universe of J?T.

Now that J?T has been transduced from M̂ , we can use formula α(p0, p1) provided by Lemma 3.13Lemma 3.13

to interpret the edge relation of G in J?T. Restricting the universe to U �nishes the construction of G

from M̂ by means of a transduction.

Finally, let us discuss the algorithmic aspects of the proof. Given a graph G ∈ C , we can compute a

k-NLC-tree generatingG in cubic time [3636], for some constant k. �e hierarchical factorization provided

by Lemma 3.1Lemma 3.1 can be computed in polynomial time, because the result of Colcombet [77] is e�ective. It

is straightforward forward to see that all the further elements of the construction, like determining
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the types, partitioning into blocks, etc., which amount to the construction of the structure J?T, can be

carried out in polynomial time. �us, given G ∈ C , we can in polynomial time compute a graph of

bounded treewidth H from which G can be transduced, together with a suitable monadic extension of

H . �e interpretation yielding G from this monadic extension of H can be computed as well.

4 Some combinatorial consequences of �eorem 1.21.2

�eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2 asserts that each class with bounded rankwidth and stable edge relation is a transduction

of a class with bounded treewidth. We now derive some consequences of this result.

Classes with bounded treewidth are examples of classes with bounded expansion [3232]. Recall that

a class C has bounded expansion if there exists a function f : N → N with the property that every

graph H such that a subdivision of H with edges subdivided at most r times is a subgraph of a graph

in C has average degree at most f(r). (�e reader is referred to [3333] for an in-depth study of these

classes.)

�ese classes are characterized by the existence of special covers. Let complexity be a graph

parameter, such as treewidth or rankwidth. A class C has low complexity covers if for each positive

integer p there exists a constant Cp and a class Xp with bounded complexity, such that each graph

G ∈ C can be covered by Cp induced subgraphs H1, . . . ,HCp ∈Xp in such a way that every subset

of p vertices of G are jointly covered by some Hi (1 6 i 6 Cp).

Recall that the treedepth of a graph G [3333] is the minimum number of levels of a rooted forest Y
such that G is a subgraph of the ancestor-descendant closure of Y . Equivalently, the treedepth of a

graph G is the minimum clique number of a supergraph of G that is a trivially perfect graph. �e

following result follows from the characterization of bounded expansion in terms of low treedepth

colorings.

�eorem 4.1 ([3232]). A class has bounded expansion if and only if it has low treedepth covers.

An extension of this result gives a characterization of the graph classes that are transductions of

classes with bounded expansion. Following [1818], we say that such classes have structurally bounded
expansion.

�eorem 4.2 ([1818]). A class has structurally bounded expansion if and only it has low shrubdepth covers.

Recall that a class S has bounded shrubdepth if there exist constants m and h such that for every

graph G ∈ S there is a rooted tree Y with set of leaves L(Y ) = V (G), a coloring c : L(Y )→ [m] and

an assignment v 7→ fv of a symmetric function fv : [m]× [m]→ {0, 1} to each internal node v of Y , in

such a way that two vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are adjacent inG if and only if fu∧Y v(c(u), c(v)) = 1 [2020, 1919].

In particular, the subgraph of G induced by each single color class is a cograph. Since cographs are

perfect, in particular we have χ(G) 6 mω(G). We deduce the following corollary of �eorem 4.2�eorem 4.2.

Corollary 4.1. For every structurally bounded expansion class C there exists a constant C such that the
vertex set of every G ∈ C can be partitioned into at most C classes, each inducing a cograph.

In particular, every structurally bounded expansion class is linearly χ-bounded.

Note that a class has bounded shrubdepth if and only if it can be transduced from a class with

bounded treedepth [2020].

In an e�ort to generalize low treedepth coverings further, classes with low rankwidth covers have

been studied in [2929]. As a direct consequence of �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2 and Corollary 4.1Corollary 4.1, we have:

�eorem 1.4. Every class with low rankwidth covers and stable edge relation is linearly χ-bounded.
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Proof. Let C be the class in question. Taking p = 1 in the de�nition, for every graph G ∈ C , we can

partition the vertex set of G into a bounded number of parts, each of which induces a subgraph that

belongs to a class D that has bounded rankwidth and a stable edge relation. By �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2, D can

be transduced from a class of bounded treewidth, hence it has structurally bounded expansion. By

Corollary 4.1Corollary 4.1 we conclude that D is linearly χ-bounded, so it follows that C is linearly χ-bounded as

well.

It is known that the chromatic number of graphs with (linear) cliquewidth at most k cannot be

computed in f(k)n2o(k)
time for any computable function f , unless ETH fails [2121]. However, it follows

from what precedes that for each class C with bounded rankwidth and stable edge relation there is an

O(n3)-time algorithm, which gives a constant factor approximation for the chromatic number. Indeed,

given a graph G from the considered class, we can �rst use the result of Oum and Seymour [3636] to

compute in cubic time a k-NLC-tree of G for some constant k (or any equivalent decomposition, such

as a clique expression). �en, using standard dynamic programming we can compute the clique number

of the graph in linear time. By �eorem 1.4�eorem 1.4, this clique number is a constant-factor approximation of

the chromatic number.

We also deduce the following result.

�eorem 1.5. A class has low rankwidth covers and a stable edge relation if and only if it is a transduction
of a class with bounded expansion.

Proof. If a class has structurally bounded expansion, then it has low shrubdepth covers [1616], which

are special instances of low rankwidth covers. Moreover, as bounded expansion classes are nowhere

dense, they are monadically stable [11], hence structurally bounded expansion classes have a stable edge

relation.

Conversely, assume a class C has low rankwidth covers and stable edge relation. �en for each

integer p there exists a constant Cp and a class Rp with bounded rankwidth such that each graph

G ∈ C can be covered by Cp induced subgraphs H1, . . . ,HCp ∈ Rp in such a way that every subset

of p vertices of G are jointly covered by some Hi (1 6 i 6 Cp). As C has a stable edge relation, it

excludes some half-graph F . Obviously, we can require that Rp contains only induced subgraphs of

graphs in C . �us graphs in Rp exclude F as well, so Rp has a stable edge relation. By �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2, Rp

can be transduced from a class with bounded treewidth, hence Rp has structurally bounded expansion.

It follows from �eorem 4.2�eorem 4.2 that there exists C ′p and a class Tp with bounded shrubdepth such that

each graph Hi can be covered by C ′p induced subgraphs Ti,1, . . . , Ti,C′p ∈ Tp in such a way that every

subset of p vertices of Hi are jointly covered by some Ti,j . We deduce that C has low shrubdeth covers,

so it has structurally bounded expansion.

In [1818], it was stressed that one of the main di�culties arising when considering low shrubdepth

covers of structurally bounded expansion classes (whose existence is asserted in �eorem 4.2�eorem 4.2) is that

we do not know if they may be computed in polynomial time (and that polynomial-time computation

of these covers for p = 2 ensures that FO-model checking is FPT on the class). A consequence of this

paper is that for a class with structurally bounded treewidth (that is, a class with bounded rankwidth

and stable edge relation), and for each integer p, low shrubdepth covers with parameter p can be

computed in polynomial time. Such a property also holds for structurally bounded degree classes

(that is, transductions of classes with bounded degree) [1616], as well as classes obtained from bounded

expansion classes by a transduction consisting a bounded number of subgraph complementations [1717].

We conjecture that this holds in general.

Conjecture 4.1. For every structurally bounded expansion class C , computing a low shrubdepth cover of
a graph G ∈ C at depth p is �xed parameter tractable when parameterized by p.
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5 Monadic dependence meets stability

In this section we prove �eorem 1.3�eorem 1.3, which shows that the equivalence of the �rst three conditions of

�eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2 (and �eorem 1.1�eorem 1.1) is in fact a more general phenomenon that occurs in every monadically

dependent graph class. In our proof, we shall need the following classical theorem.

�eorem 5.1 (Canonical Ramsey �eorem [1414]). For every integer n there exists an integer N with the
following property: Suppose that all pairs (a, b) of integers with 1 6 a < b 6 N are arbitrarily distributed
into classes. �en there is an increasing sequence of integers 1 6 x1 < x2 < · · · < xn 6 N such that one
of the following four sets of conditions holds, where it is assumed that 1 6 α < β 6 n; 1 6 γ < δ 6 n:

1. All (xα, xβ) belong to the same class.
2. (xα, xβ) and (xγ , xδ) belong to the same class if, and only if, α = γ.
3. (xα, xβ) and (xγ , xδ) belong to the same class if, and only if, β = δ.
4. (xα, xβ) and (xγ , xδ) belong to the same class if, and only if, α = γ; β = δ.

Let us now proceed to the proof of �eorem 1.3�eorem 1.3, restated below.

�eorem 1.3. For a monadically dependent graph class C , the following conditions are equivalent:
1. C has a stable edge relation;
2. C is stable;
3. C is monadically stable.

Proof. Implications 33⇒22⇒11 are obvious, so it remains to prove the following: if a class C is monadically

dependent but also monadically unstable, then in fact C has an unstable edge relation. Hence, assume

that C is monadically unstable. In the following, we write

(
[n]
2

)
for the set of all pairs of integers (i, j)

such that 1 6 i < j 6 n.

A formula α(x̄) is functional on a class if there is a variable x ∈ x̄ such that for every G in the

class and u ∈ V (G), there exists at most one tuple ū ∈ V (G)x̄ such that G |= α(ū) and ū(x) = u.

We shall say that a triple of formulas τ = (α(x̄), β(ȳ), η(x̄, ȳ)) in a monadic vocabulary of graphs is

problematic if there exists a monadic expansion C +
of C , whose vocabulary contains the vocabularies

of α, β, and η, such that α and β are functional on C +
, and for every n ∈ N there exists G ∈ C +

and

tuples ā1, . . . , ān ∈ V (G)x̄ and b̄1, . . . , b̄n ∈ V (G)ȳ satisfying the following:

• for all i ∈ [n] we have G |= α(āi) and G |= β(b̄i); and

• for all (i, j) ∈
(

[n]
2

)
we have G |= η(āi, b̄j) and G |= ¬η(āj , b̄i).

Note that we do not specify whether η(āi, b̄i) should hold or not in G. �e pair of sequences ā1, . . . , ān
and b̄1, . . . , b̄n as above shall be called a τ -ladder of length n in G. Observe that if in graphs from C +

one can �nd arbitrarily long τ -ladders, then η is unstable on C +
.

As C is monadically unstable, by �eorem 2.2�eorem 2.2 we know that there is a transduction from C onto

the class of all �nite half-graphs. By the de�nition of a transduction, this implies that there exists a

monadic expansion C +
of C and a formula ϕ(x, y) with two free variables x and y such that ϕ is

unstable on C +
. By taking α(x) and β(y) to be true formulas, we conclude the following.

Claim. �ere exists a problematic triple of formulas.

We now investigate the properties of problematic formulas.

Claim. If τ = (α(x̄), β(ȳ), η(x̄, ȳ)) is problematic, then so is τ ′ = (α(x̄), β(ȳ),¬η(x̄, ȳ)).

Proof of the claim. It su�ces to observe that reversing both sequences in a τ -ladder yields a τ ′-ladder.

C

Claim. If the triple τ = (α(x̄), β(ȳ), η1(x̄, ȳ) ∨ η2(x̄, ȳ)) is problematic, then at least one of the triples
τ1 = (α(x̄), β(ȳ), η1(x̄, ȳ)) and τ2 = (α(x̄), β(ȳ), η2(x̄, ȳ)) is problematic.
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Proof of the claim. By assumption, there is a monadic expansion C +
of C such that there are arbitrarily

long τ -ladders in graphs from C . Suppose ā1, . . . , ān and b̄1, . . . , b̄n is such a τ -ladder in some G ∈ C .

Observe that for all (i, j) ∈
(

[n]
2

)
, we have G |= η1(āi, b̄j) or G |= η2(āi, b̄j). By Ramsey’s theorem and

since n can be chosen arbitrarily large, by restricting a�ention to a sub-ladder we may assume that

one of these cases holds for every pair (i, j) ∈
(

[n]
2

)
, say the �rst one by symmetry. However, for all

(i, j) ∈
(

[n]
2

)
we also have G |= ¬(η1(āj , b̄i)∨ η2(āj , b̄i)), which implies G |= ¬η1(āj , b̄i). We conclude

that ā1, . . . , ān and b̄1, . . . , b̄n form a τ1-ladder of length n. As n can be chosen arbitrarily large, τ1 is

problematic. C

Claim. If a triple τ = (α(x̄), β(ȳ), η(x̄, ȳ)) is problematic and η(x̄, ȳ) = ∃z ζ(x̄, ȳ, z), then there is
a problematic triple of the form τ ′ = (α′(x̄′), β′(ȳ′), ζ(x̄′, ȳ′)) where either (x̄′, ȳ′) = (x̄ ∪ {z}, ȳ) or
(x̄′, ȳ′) = (x̄, ȳ ∪ {z}).

Proof of the claim. Consider any n ∈ N and let N be the integer given by the Canonical Ramsey

�eorem (�eorem 5.1�eorem 5.1) for n. By assumption, there is a monadic expansion C +
of C such that there exist

arbitrarily long τ -ladders in graphs from C +
. Hence, we can �nd a τ -ladder ā1, . . . , ā2N , b̄1, . . . , b̄2N

of length 2N in some G ∈ C +
. By restricting a�ention to a sub-ladder consisting of every odd element

of the sequence ā1, . . . , ā2N and every even element of the sequence b̄1, . . . , b̄2N , and appropriately

reindexing, we �nd a τ -ladder ā1, . . . , āN , b̄1, . . . , b̄N of length-N in G such that G |= η(āi, b̄i) for all

i ∈ [n]. Note that tuples ā1, . . . , āN have to be pairwise di�erent, because for each i ∈ [N ], the smallest

j ∈ [N ] satisfying G |= η(āi, b̄j) is equal to i. Similarly, tuples b̄1, . . . , b̄N have to be pairwise di�erent

as well.

Let x ∈ x̄ and y ∈ ȳ be the variables witnessing that α and β are functional, respectively. For

i ∈ [n], let ai = āi(x) and bi = b̄j(y). As α is functional, we conclude that vertices a1, . . . , aN are

pairwise di�erent, and similarly vertices b1, . . . , bN are pairwise di�erent as well. LetA = {a1, . . . , aN}
and B = {b1, . . . , bN}, and let GAB be a monadic expansion of G where A and B are additionally

distinguished using unary predicates, which we shall respectively call A and B by a slight abuse of

notation.

Let≺ be the (strict) lexicographic order on

(
[N ]
2

)
. Observe that there exists a formula λ(x̄, ȳ, x̄◦, ȳ◦),

where x̄◦ and ȳ◦ are copies of x̄ and ȳ, respectively, such that the following holds: if (ā, b̄) = (āi, b̄j)

and (ā◦, b̄◦) = (āi◦ , b̄j◦) for some (i, j), (i◦, j◦) ∈
(

[n]
2

)
, then G+ |= λ(ā, b̄, ā◦, b̄◦) if and only if

(i, j) ≺ (i◦, j◦). Indeed, the formula ∀w̄ [(B(w) ∧ β(w̄) ∧ η(ā◦, w̄))→ η(ā, w̄)] (where the variable

w ∈ w̄ corresponds to the variable y ∈ ȳ) allows us to check the assertion i 6 i◦. A formula expressing

j 6 j◦ can be wri�en in a symmetric way. �en the condition (i, j) ≺ (i◦, j◦) can be expressed using a

boolean combination of assertions i 6 i◦, i > i◦, j 6 j◦, and j > j◦.
As for every pair (i, j) ∈

(
[N ]
2

)
we have G |= ∃z ζ(āi, b̄j , z), there is a vertex c ∈ V (G) such that

G |= ζ(āi, b̄j , c). Let C be an inclusion-wise minimal subset of V (G) such that for each (i, j) ∈
(

[N ]
2

)
there exists c ∈ C satisfying G |= ζ(āi, b̄j , c). For every c ∈ C , de�ne

J(c) =

{
(i, j) ∈

(
[N ]

2

)
: ζ(āi, b̄j , c)

}
.

Note that by the minimality of C , the sets J(c) are pairwise not contained in one another. Let GABC

be the monadic expansion of GAB where C is additionally distinguished using a unary predicate C .

Now, for c, c′ ∈ C , we set

c < c′ if and only if min
≺

(
J(c) \ J(c′)

)
≺ min

≺

(
J(c′) \ J(c)

)
.

It is straightforward to see that < is a (strict) linear order on C . Let us partition pairs (i, j) ∈
(

[N ]
2

)
into

classes {I(c) : c ∈ C} as follows:

(i, j) ∈ I(c) if and only if c = min
<
{ d ∈ C : (i, j) ∈ J(d) }.
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Using the formula λ we can easily write a formula κ(x̄, ȳ, z) with the following property: for all

(i, j) ∈
(
N
2

)
and c ∈ C , we have GABC |= κ(āi, b̄j , c) if and only if (i, j) ∈ I(c).

By the Canonical Ramsey �eorem (�eorem 5.1�eorem 5.1) there exists F ⊆ [N ] such that |F | = n and one

of the following conditions is satis�ed:

(1) all pairs (i, j) ∈
(
F
2

)
belong to the same class I(c), for some c ∈ C ;

(2) there exist pairwise di�erent ci such that (i, j) ∈ I(ci) for all (i, j) ∈
(
F
2

)
;

(3) there exist pairwise di�erent cj such that (i, j) ∈ I(cj) for all (i, j) ∈
(
F
2

)
;

(4) there exist pairwise di�erent ci,j such that (i, j) ∈ I(ci,j) for all (i, j) ∈
(
F
2

)
.

Let GA
′B′C

be the monadic expansion of GABC where sets A′ = {ai : i ∈ F} and B′ = {bi : i ∈ F}
are additionally distinguished using unary predicates A′ and B′.

We �rst consider the second case above. Let GA
′B′CD

be a monadic expansion of GA
′B′C

that

distinguishes the single vertex bmaxF using a unary predicate D. Consider the formula

α′(x̄, z) = A′(x) ∧ C(z) ∧ α(x̄) ∧ ∃ȳ [D(y) ∧ β(ȳ) ∧ κ(x̄, ȳ, z)] .

Observe that for any ū ∈ V (G)x̄ and w ∈ V (G), we have GA
′B′CD |= γ(ū, w) if and only if ū = āi

for some i ∈ F and w = ci. As α(x̄) is functional, it follows that so is α′(x̄, z). It is now straightfor-

ward to see that {(āi, ci) : i ∈ F} and {b̄i : i ∈ F} form a τ ′-ladder in GA
′B′CD

of length n, where

τ ′ = (α′(x̄, z), β(ȳ), ζ(x̄, ȳ, z)). Hence, if the second case occurs for in�nitely many n, then τ ′ is

problematic.

�e same argument applies if the �rst case occurs for in�nitely many n, and a symmetric argument

applies when the third case occurs for in�nitely many n. We are le� with considering the situation

where the fourth case occurs for in�nitely many n. Let S = {ci,j : (i, j) ∈
(
F
2

)
}. Observe that if we

choose any subset P ⊆ S and distinguish it using a unary predicate P in a monadic expansionGA
′B′CP

of GA
′B′C

, then the formula

ξ(x̄, ȳ) = A′(x) ∧ α(x̄) ∧B′(y) ∧ β(ȳ) ∧ ∃z [P (z) ∧ κ(x̄, ȳ, z)] ,

is true exactly for those tuples āi and b̄j for which (i, j) ∈
(
F
2

)
and ci,j ∈ P . Hence, using ξ and

di�erent choices of P we may interpret in graphs GA
′B′CP

all subgraphs of a half-graph of order n. It

follows that there is a transduction from C onto the class of all bipartite graphs; this contradicts the

assumption that C is monadically dependent. C

By the above claims we infer that there is a problematic triple (α(x̄), β(ȳ), η(x̄, ȳ)) such that η(x̄, ȳ)
is an atomic formula. In particular, this means that there is a monadic expansion C +

of C such that η
is unstable on C +

. Since η is atomic, it is of one of the following forms: a unary predicate applied to

any variable; the equality relation applied to any pair of variables; or the edge relation E(·, ·) applied to

any pair of variables. �e �rst two cases cannot happen, as such formulas are stable on every class of

graphs. We conclude that the last case occurs, hence C has an unstable edge relation.

6 Conclusion and Perspectives

We have started to explore the theory of monadic dependence and monadic stability from a graph

theoretical point of view. Several interesting questions and conjectures arise from our studies. To

put our research in perspective, we show in Figure 5Figure 5 the following extended semi-la�ice of property

inclusions.

A quick examination of the �gure reveals an unresolved question of prime importance. While

�eorem 1.1�eorem 1.1 and �eorem 1.2�eorem 1.2 exactly identify classes of structurally bounded pathwidth/treewidth

as monadically stable classes that have bounded (linear) rankwidth, the chart does not specify the

alignment of structurally nowhere dense classes (i.e. transductions of nowhere dense classes). Clearly,
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Figure 5: �e extended semi-la�ice of property inclusions.

every structurally nowhere dense class of graphs is monadically stable, but the precise relationship

between these notions remains to be understood. It would be even consistent with our knowledge if

the two concepts coincided for classes of graphs. If this was true, it would reveal very strong structural

qualities of monadically stable classes of graphs, which could be used in the algorithmic context.

Conjecture 6.1. A graph class is monadically stable if and only if it is structurally nowhere dense.

Obviously, besides classes of bounded pathwidth or treewidth, there are multiple other notions of

sparsity whose structural analogs could be investigated. For instance, can we characterize structurally
planar classes, that is, images of the class of planar graphs under transductions? More generally,

one may consider images under transductions of classes with forbidden minors or with forbidden

topological minors. So far, suitable characterizations have been given for classes with structurally
bounded degree [1616] and with structurally bounded expansion [1818]. Such characterizations, if e�ciently

constructive, are very helpful in the design of �xed-parameter algorithms for the FO model-checking

problem, as was done in the case of classes with structurally bounded degree [1616]. Based on the

understanding revealed in [1616, 1818], we hypothesize that such characterizations may rely on the concept

of covers (see Section 4Section 4). For instance, transductions of classes with bounded expansion are characterized

by the existence of such covers (see �eorem 4.2�eorem 4.2). �is motivates the following:

Conjecture 6.2. Every class with low rankwidth covers is monadically dependent.

Finally, we recall the conjecture we posed in Section 4Section 4.

Conjecture 4.1. For every structurally bounded expansion class C , computing a low shrubdepth cover of
a graph G ∈ C at depth p is �xed parameter tractable when parameterized by p.
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